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THE EFFECT OF COUNSELING ON THE SCHOLASTIC PERFORMANCE
OF A SELECTED GROUP OF COLLEGE FRESHMEN

THE PURPOSE OF THIS STUDY

The purpose of this study is to determine the effect of the

counseling program on the scholastic achievement of entering college

treabonmawith, Indices of low level high school aomdemic performance.

In developing the approach to the stall. we Should go back to the

previous educationilprograms to determine the cause of the low

level of achievement. One of the first observations that appeared

in the study was the academic deficiencies that were detected by the

counseling service. These academic deficiencies in reading,

vocabulary, Ebeieh, rathematics and other basic subjects (9B)

mere the same deficiencies that mere found prevalent in studies

made at Oregon State College and the University of Oregon. These

deficiencies may be partially the result of the stress that the hidh

schools are placing on the importance of the eighty percent of their

enrollment that are not continuing their education beyond the

seomodallrlovel. The eighty percent as well as the twenty percent

that continue with a formal educational program cannot remain

deficient in reading, vocabulary, basic English, mathematics,

science, and social studies, if we are to have a democratic education

and a democratic and free nation. These are the materials froa:Idach

we structure an educated population, within a democratic society.
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Benjamin Fine, Education Editor of the New York Times,

develops this idea in his book, *Democratic Education,* in a manner

that seems particularly appropriate to this study.

Democratic education is reaching toward the ideal of education

at all levels being made available to all desiring educational

opportunities, without regard to economic and social distinction.

To carryout a program of democratic education the colleges should

adapt their educational programs to meet the demand for mass

education just as the high schools have met the demand a generation

ago. The colleges are becoming the terminal education agencies in

this generation in the same manner as the high schools replaced

the grade schools following the first world war. Meeting the

demand for mass education at the college level rill require a

broadened educational program along vocational, commercials technical,

rofessional, and academic lines. EliminatUfn of students because

of failure is a limiting factor in developing democratic eduction.

Programs suitable for the needs and abilities of these students

would be a more democratic approach to the problem.

The counseling program is probably one of the best sources

of information as to the needs of the college students and this

service could be very helpful in developing an answer to the

question; Acs are we to bring the optima of educational

opportunity to our population, while attempting to derive the

maximum results far all?

It is not necessary that we think of the educational

deficiencies of the college freshmen and high school graduates as
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strictly a local problem in Oregon. The following evidence can be

cited to emphasise the fact that these deficiencies plague other
regions. This is an excerpt from the Morning Oregoni.an of April

14, 1950.

SENIORS 11EAK ON KROUSE( SC= TO MISS DIPLOM

Ottunsiai la. April 14 (AP)

Because they don't know their English grammar as well
as they Should. 21 Ottumwa high school secd.ors
probably will not get their diplomas this spring.
Matte more it's the school board that laid down the
requirement.

It all started when the school board sent repre
sentatives to ask Ottumwa graduates now atteixiing
college if their high school learning had served
them in-good stead. aft just don't know our
Ecelish," the students reported.
Then owes the order to drill the high school
juniors and seniors in the Itnel sh languagemon
basic gth and 9th grade grammar.

The report to the board stated that 21 of the
appmdmately 400 seniors probably were going to-
tal in English and would not graduate. ----(94 p.1)
The counseling and. testing program can ferret out these

deficiencies of students entering college without extreme
difficulty. The program of placement tests offered at the Oregon

State College verifies the flutings of the counseling bureau as do
the records of failures in courses of freshmen students. All of
these phases of the college program serve a purpose at the college
level that might be better served before students attain that
level. It becomes apparent that the services of comseling and
testing could be of greater service in detecting deficiencies at
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the elementary and secondary educational levels. The process of

detecting deficiencies at the lower levels could result in diagnosis

of the causes and sources of the difficulties and suggest a remedial

program for overcoming or eliminating a major portion of the

deficiencies.

Contemporar7 with the process of diagnosis and eliminAtion

of the difficulties should be a planned program of educational

and vocational guidance for the coordinating of the interests,

aptitudes, and abilities of the students. The educational

guidance should and could start in the elementary school and be

developed as an integral part of the school program. The program

Mould continue through the secondary school, with its aims

becoming more specific in relation to the problems of the growth

and development of the :individual student.

The author found the book, *Mapping Your Education.** by

the Interstate Committee on High School-College Relations

particularly useful *3 an aid to an orientation unit treating with

the problem of educational counseling. Part one of this book was

excellent material for the purpose of introducing the problem of

higher education to the students in high schools. This book

presents excellent material to aid the student in understanding

his life, his career, his education, and choosing his college,

With a program of testing and counseling throughout the

three levels of education the student has a sounder basis for his

choice of rrogram, his choice of higher education, his choice of

vocation, and of remedial programs to rectify deficiencies In
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eparation.

THE S ENT AND NEED FOR CO

There can be little doubt that all categories of public

controlled institutions will continue to grow and play a major

part in answering the national demand for college-level

educational trai ring. Just what the nature of that training will
be, is a problem that the evolutionary process will decide. Some

interesting figures appeared in "Colleges For Freedom*" by

Donald J. Cowling and Carter Davidson. They are:

In a post vier population of 150,000,000 Americans*
approximately 10,000,000 will be of college age;
that is* of the years 18 through 21. How many of
these should go to college? In the past fifty
years the trend has been steadily upward. In 1890
there were only 156,756 students in all the colleges
and universities; but by 1910 the number bact
doubled- to 355,2)3; by 1930 there were 1,100,737;
in 1940, the last normal year, a peak was reached of

4494, 203 . The general population and the size of
the age group also have grown during the years, but
the ratio of college students to total population
had risen from one in 400 in 1890, to one in 266
in 1910, one in 112 in 1930* and one in 88 in 1940.
Even if we should assume that our total population
is reaching a plateau* must we assume that fifteen
percent of that age groups is the maximum who willattend college? ------
The colleges stand on the threshold of a period of
growth comparable to that experienced a generation
ago by our high schools.

If predictions made by the Honorable John W. Snyder
in his Illay 20, 1946 report as director of the Office
of flat libbilization are correct* approx imately'

thirty percent of the age group will attend college.
If the nation and the col T Ages adopt the policy that
all who are mentally able to profit from education
beyond the secondary level should receive it* the
percentage might eventnally rise to fifty percent.
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important for the welfare of society that all who can profit from

educational opportunity be given that opportunity.

The suggestions by the Harvard Committee open a wide range

of opportunities for the future of the pro3pective student. This

wide range of opportunities will be dependent upon the visian of

the colleges in providing educational facilities to meet the variety

of needs for the new t of college students. The public colleges

must meet this demand. The state institutions at the college

level in Oregon admit the high school graduate. The acleissian

implies a responsibility on the institution to provide suitable

programs that maybe succeseully pursued by thee admitted.

Services of the institutions of higher education that aid in the

provision of this program are a necessary function.

The need for expanding counseling services throughout the

public school system becomes more apparent as the study of the

problems in the elementary and secondary schools of this state and

other states are brought to light. This study has brought out some

of the problems of the educational systems of the state. The

Regents Inquiry Into the Character and Cost of Public Education

in the state of New York* High School and. Life, has some pointed

comments relative to the existence of similar problems in ResCrork*

They are:

The vagueness and lack of realism in the pupil's
plans for continued schooling become the more
significant when it is recognised that large
numbers even of the high echodl graduates are
seriously deficient in the basic tools of learning.
(7, p.168).



This statement Along wi es in this should

substantiate the plea for the extension of counseling serdces into

all levels of the educational program* Not only an the basis of

academic deficiencies is this argument based but upon the need

for counseling in the selection of courses and programs* The

Regents Inquiry found the following

Even a cursory exeahmattin of elections
show that there is little relation between the
popularity' of courses as indicated by the
numbers of pupils who take them, and the value
of the courses as :nisei by the high sohool
primcdpala6 The diecrepancies are sufficiently
greats inflict, to juntify the statement that
high school pupils tend to elect the subjects
which, in the judgment of schaXL officers, are
least likely to yield valuable educational
returns, and not to take the nehjects which are
likely to be most fruitful C7, p.169).

&re again the need for counseling becomes imperative as

this problem of the choice of courses and programs is a vital

factor in the success of the educational future of the high schodl

and college student* This becomes eapecially important when tiro

or more statements fau the previous inquiry are brought forth

Mare than half of the boys and girls who 102
through the secondary school choose their
courses without having received definite
advice from anyone.

The majority of high schools them the burden
of educational choices almost entirely an the
pupils and their parents, offering little or
no assistance beyond an explanation of the
alternatives among which the pupils nay choose.

Every school most make it a point to Isere as
much shout its individual pupils as may be
necessary for a sound estimate of their
abilities and needs*
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Each secondary school ought to use its information
about its pupils as a basis for systematio44
adapting its teadhing to individual pupil's
particular needs.

Every secondary school oughts moreover, to give its
pupils positive educational guidance.

The scat is of the Regents Inquiry were, of courses

directed at the secondary schools buts as has been explained, the

colleges are rapidly taking on a role similar to the secondary

schools of a generation ago; the suggestions are as important to

the relations of the colleges with their students as they are to

the secondary school:

NEMO OF INVESTIGATION

The problem of determining the effect of counseling on a

group of selected college freshneei involved first the selection and

classification of the group to be studied. The group selected

consisted of applicants for enreliment at Oregon State College for

the year 1949-1950 who were from the lower three deciles of their

high school graduating classes. These applicants had been

accepted for enrollment early lathe summer preceding the salami'

year. The Oreg.= State College Counseling ana Testing Bureau had

sent letters to each of the one hundred and ninetY*an. students in
this group, invitd*Ig each one to come to the campus for counseling

prior to the opening of whoa. Plftpeour took advantage of the

invitation and availed themselves of the counseling services during

the summer of 1949. Of the fiftr.tours fifty enrolled fail term

at Oregon State College. One hundred and eleven of the remainder
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give you the facts about yourself that you will find
belpftl in analyzing your vocational problem. An
individual takes from mix to twelve tests, depending
on his needs. Some take more tests than others.
Usually the entire counseling process (including the
testing) takes from eight to twelve hews, which may
be spaced over a week or two.' The time is arranged
according to your convenience,-as all of the tests
ahotld hot be taken in one day.

II. TH8 1SSTING PROCESS

-Scientific counseling is really a lieW
busbies** Like any new enterprise it is far from
perfect. It does, however, bring together facts
about the'person tested, facts about vocations he
may enter, and facts about how to train for these
vocations. Some of these facts maybe obtained in
an interview; but many are not easily recognizable.
It is at this point that testa are found helpful.
Dtring the past twentyive years a great many
psychological tests have been developed which bring
into the open facts about the personality; ability;
aptitudes, And interests of the person looking for
help.

There is no such thing as passing or
famng in these tests. Suppose you take a reading
test. MU CAM FAIL. The test is scored, of
course, but scoring is done to compare your score
with the scores made on thiamine test by other
people who are in your class group. In this reading
test your score may indicate that you read as well
as the highest one percent of the people who have
taken the test before you. That fact is recorded.
If you make a score that puts you in the lowest
one percent of the people who took the test, that
fact is recorded. You have not failed the test,
regardless of the score. You have simply brougAt
out some important and necessary information where
you snd the adviser can use it.

Possibly this can be particularised even
more. la giving reading tests it is occasionarty
found that a college freshman makes a scare no
better than the average score made by pupils in the
eighth grade. It is obvious that a student with an
eighth grade reading score is certain to have
difficulty doing callege work. This person may not
belong in college at all. However, if he intends to
starin college, he mnst'bring his reading ability up
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to that of the average college freshman, which is
far beyond that of the eighth grader.

Some etudento who need advice, keep sigNY
from the Counseling Bureau because they fear what the
test may show. This is a false fear. The same
students kmm that satisfactory decisions cannot be
made without having the facts on which to base them.
Unless they bring the facts to light, haw can they
make intelligent decisions?

MAKING THE FINAL DECISION IS ALWAYS UP TO
YOU. The counselor never sets himself up as a supreme
deity who decides what your future should be. He is
not prejudiced in favor of any particular department
or school; he exerts no pressure to force your
decisions, The counselor tries to find and organise
the facts so that you yourself, in light of these
facts can arrive at a tatieftatory decision as to
your vocational future.

III. THE TESTS THEMSELVES

All that the tests or the adviser can do is
TO HELP /ER, DETERMINE THE AREAS FOR WHICH YOU MAY
BE BEST SU/TED.

Another earning. No one test score can be
relied upon completely. Too- many variables are
involved. Do 111,t, therefore, put too much faith
in any particular teat score. Acet unately when one
takes a ramther of tests a general tendency usually
shows itself, ami this is usually fairly reliable.

The tests themselves are of different
kinds. They are:

ACHIEVEMENT TESTS. A test aimed at filleting
out WHETHER ONE KNOWS ANY GIVEN SUBJECT MATTER is
an achievement test.

APTITUDE TESTS. Aptitude is the CAPACTTI' TO
LEARN TO DO WORK of emae particular type.

INTEREST Tom. Interest tests are based
an this assumption: If your interests are similar
to those of successful men in a given vocation,
you are more likely to succeed in that vocation than
in one in which yeur interests differ fros successful
men in that field.
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PERSONALITY TESTS. Personality tests

attempt to find out whether one's personal
adjustment is satisfactory.

DIAGNOSTIC TESTS. Diagnostic.tests are
constructed to analyse the details of an
individual's ability in various fields.

IV. THE FINAL INTERTIN

Alter the tests have been taken and scored,
you will have-a final interview with the counselor.
The counselor, having already studied the results
careAlly, will discuss than with you and explain
what they indicate. He will try to help you organise
the facts brought out by the tests and by the prev-
ious interview lixto'a meaningful pattern-mhich will
show your interests, abilities, trAirring enerience,
education, and personality. Then, through his
baekground of vocational experience, the adviser
can help you to match what you have to offer with
what the various occupations demand. He can assist
reale planning the necessary educational steps to
reach an acceptable goal.

The counselor does not promote acq
particular school or educational system. His'aole
interest is your welfare. It your background,
interests, and abilities suggest that better
preparation for your vocational goal can be
obtained elsewhere, he may urge you to transfer
to another university, to a vocational school,
or to some other institution. He may recommend
that yon remain in your present school at Oregon
State College, that you change your present school
or major, or that you. take same remedial work to
overcome study or reading difficulties. If the
counselor believes that your best training would
be to quit school and go to work, he will not
hesitate to tell you so. He will teil you what
occupational fields seam to offer the best
possibilities far you; he may even be'able to give
you some direct help in finding a job.

But, and the BUT is important, you do not
have to agreevithhia. This counseling is no forced
affair. THE CHOICE IS ALUTS UP TO YOU. All any
counselor can do is to help you find the facts on
which the decision maybe made. He can help you find
out about yourself and about job possibilities for
which you could qualifY. ln the light of past



experienee he can help arrive at an intelligent
decision, THE DECISION, HOWEVER, MUST BE /CURS.
(6, pa-3).

APTI T

Another source of data used zn this studys the set of

scores on the college aptitude test made by groups studied. The

test is useful as a predictive instrument for college plaosment and

for college perfarmace. The description following is an extract

from= article accompanying the previounly quoted bulletin.

The college aptitude test given to all
freshmen at Oregon State College, sometimes
called the ACE testy-is prepared by the American
Council of Education. It Attempts to measure
ability to do college work.

the test is given annually by same 300
to 400 colleges all over the country. Scores
made on the tests are sent to the American Council
of Education, where they are brought together so
that national standards may be established.
Students at Oregon State College usually maim
scores which place this institution in the middle
of the national group.

Some schools use the ACE test as a basis
for admitting studentsOmt this is not the policy
at Oregon State College. THERE IS NO SUCH THING
AS FAILING IN THIS TEST. It is used as a placement
test to aid the college in putting the students
into sections and courses in which they will have
the best opportunity to succeed..

The ACE test is based on the assumption
that college aptitude depends partly on the ability
to use the language and to work with figures and
numbers. An ideal aptitude test would always
distinguish betwreen those capable of doing college
work and those not capable. The ACE isn't ideals
but is one of the best predicting devicee of its
kind that has yet bean developed. (6, p.4).
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CASE STUDIES OF COUNSEI S',

Using the information in the files on each of the students

counseled, with data of their high school placement and their ACE

placement, the college programa, and scholastic records for fall

and winter terms, it was possible to prepare brief individual case

studies for the individuals. These case studies and the sources

of information from which they were derived proved to be the best

sources for the compilation of the tables that comprise another

portion of the study*

Of the fifty students served by the Counseling Bureau,

forty-one entered Oregoa State College. The forty-one students

were divided into two groups, One group consisting of twenty -+t ms

students who followed the recommendations of the Counseling Burman

and the other group of nineteen students who did not follow the

recommedlatIons of the Counseling Bureau. For oomparative

purposes these groups could be compared on the basis of the

Counseled and the now*counseled students and upon the basis of

counseled students following and not following the recommendations

of the Counseling ftrean*

The high school deciles of the students in the groups were

tabulated with their ACE &males. A comparison of these two

groups of data with the percentage and number of cases falling in

each docile was made far the counseled and non-counseled students*

A compilation of data regarding the schools and departments

of enrollment, courses and grades for fall and winter terms
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greiiircoillt averages, and statas in school at the tarination of
each ties *as deirelapecl for of the irdivichlels inclnied III the

stall. These individual cosipilstions were Vale tbzroodl the %tee Of
the registalgris files aril Vie visinal files in each. of tha
si of the ccalege. Toe coopilatigosvorealta5or saviroe of

for tile statistical tables that ace iurArporated. into stal.
The data colloctei vas corgalaci in such a stave as to

cloalop bases for comparing. the scholastic fOraNDSr of the

stolents ir45.,0011.1.0 arti as groirps a iisboas.

ossoaTial c 'Oa
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The counseled group comes closer to the all college dia r bution of

ten percent in each of the ACE decilea than does the xe t 4«counseled

group.
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Table 14.

RELATION OF HIGH SCHOOL AND ACE DECILES FOR
ONE HUNDRED AND SEVEN NON.COUNSELED STUDENTS

ICS
DECIL

HIGH SCHOOL DECILES TOTAL NO. ARCENT
CS' TOTAL

1
No

2
NO No

4 23. 5 7 29.4 12 21.8 23 22.4

2 5 29.4 12 34.3 12 21.8 29 27.1

3 1 5.8 2 5.7 6 10.9 9 8.4

4 4 23.5 7 20.0 7 12.7 18 16.8

5 .. 0-. 2 5.7 3 5.45 5 4.67

6 1 5.88 2 5.7 4 7.27 7 6.5

7 - .... 1 2.88 4 7.27 5 4.67

8 1 5.88 1 2.88 3 5.45 5 4.67

9 1 5. ... .. 1 1.8 2 1.87

10 - -.. 1 2.88 3 5.45 4 3.73

IN r t al 1.7 1 ar0 53 3706 55 51 .T0 177 100.00

Average ACE docile for first high school 4eciLst.

Average ACE docile for second high school docile:

Average ACE docile for third high school docile:

3429

4.1.3

3.85
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Table 1.0

RELATI c F HIGH SCHOOL AND ACE
MCI= FOR FIFTY COUNSELED STUDENTS

ACE
DEC ms

SCHOOL Digauti
or TOTALi 2

..--atz----i---kc..----L---kz.,--i
1 2. 12.5 3 20.0 4 14.8 8

2 2 25.0 6 22.2 8

3 -, 6 3 11.1 7

4 1 5 1 6.6 2 74 4 8

5 3 20.0 2 7.4 5 10

6 - 3 20.0 1 37 4 8

7 1 12.5 .. 4 14.8 5 10

8 . 2 7.4 2 4

9 3 375 3 31.1 6 22

10 - 6.6 1 2
TO WO. 0

Average ACE decile for first high aaool docile:

Average ACE decile for second high school decile:

Average ACE docile for third high school docile:

5.37

443
4.44



Among the fifty students ems the lower twee deciles of

their high school graduating Classes forty-six ent mere /blind to

have reading deficiencies and thirtyusight percent had vocabulary

deficiencies. use deficiencies should have been located and

remedied earlier in the academic program, 1 program of counseling

in the elementary and seomniary schools and a remedial program at

the same levels aght have eliminated or alleviated these

deficiencies. The counseling service did bring these deficiencies

to the notice of the counseled students and recommended remedial

programs, College programmers suggested for the counseled

students that mould be conducive to the elimination of the

deficiencies. It these deficiencies appear among the small group

of =tinseled students it seems likely that they mould appear to

some degree among the larger group of entering freshmen. Counseling

mould be indicated as amens of detecting and Pilling in the

elimination of academic deficiencies at all three levels of the

educational prefixed elementaryi secondary, and calegimte,

Mere was considerable overlapping of the deficiency groups.

Several students were deficient in two or more areas.
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Table II
DEFICIENCIES FOUND BY THE COUNSELING SERVICE
AIM rirrx LOWER.DECTLE HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS

Deficiency Number and Percent
of

1, Beading deficiency 23 46

2. Vocabulary 19 38

3. Study habits 8 16

Pereonal adjustment 3. 2

5. Basic English 19 38

6. Basic mathematics 24 28

7. Science backgrouni 14 28

8. Social studies 9



Upon the basis of the findings in each of

counseling the Counseling Bureau offered re :ins fre sixty*

six remedial courses and torty...ono specific scholastic programs to

the fifty counseling. The purpose of the remedial courses is to

alleviate the deficiency in academic preparation and to develop a

higher degree of efficiency on the part of the student in his aca-

demic program. The recommendations as to specific scholastic

programs were made to the individual ciounselee to point the way

toward a program in Which the counselse would develop his

potentialities with a higher degree of success than in a prograa

chosen without the aid of the information secured in the

counseling process. The total attempt was toward selection of
courses and programs that were in line with the abilities and

aptitudes of the individuals counseled
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Table III
RECOMMENDATIONS MADE BY THE COUNSELING SERVICE

AS TO REMEDIAL PROGRAM IN min CASES

1. Remedial. reading

2* Remedial English

3. Remedial work in basis asthmatics

Reriedial study methods

25

12

7

15

24

14

30

5. Mental Nniene 1 2

6. Bade program in physical sciences 3 6

7. Bank program in biological or natural
science 3 6

RECOMMENDATICOS AS TO smarm SCHOOL PROGRAMS

1. Science teaching 1

2. Fish and Game Management 3

3. laver Division (explerator7) 12

4. Agriculture 7

5. Architecture 3

6. Agricultural Engineering 2

7. Forestry 1

8. Business and Techmololgr 7

9. Pharmacy 2

10. Science 1

11. landscape Architecture 1

U. Industrial Arts 1
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Recemmendations of the counseling service. other than =raiment

at Orman State College.

The counseling service made thirty -one recommendations to

the individuals counseled that they plan on other programs than

enrollment at Oregon State College. These recommendations were

made on the basis of the information derived frau the individual

counseling program. It is the first tamvUUmL of the educational

counselor to serve the best interest of the cat:melee. The

recommendations indicate that the comseling service was sinmems4

trying to be objective in serving the students. Of the tUrtraone

rememmdations sixteen ire pointed toward a junior college

mogram, four toward vocational training, and four were unfavorable

to college erasollment. The reconanendatzton for enrollment in a

juniar college was made with an alternate program. The alternate

prommairmolvei emevalment in the School of lower Division at

Oregon State College and continuation of counseling. In other

cases the information found by the counseling service found that the

aptitudes and abilities of the counsels* indicated other programs

than ware offered at Oregon State College Beamed to be more

suitable for the counselee.
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Recsmumendations in varismoe with the interests of reseed by

miggaggl.

la minty - Lover cases, or fortreight percent of the cases

co elect, the counseling service recommended programs that

differed &oaths interest that was expressed by the counseled

students. This high percentage indicates that the counseling is

finding in the individual cases cause for suggesting a change in

the trend of interest. The ability and aptitude of the sounselee

does not correspond with the expressed interest. These

recommendations are made with the future of the counseled student

in mind* the purpose being to suggest the best program that is in

accord with the aptitudes and abilities of the individual. The

general tendency of the recommendations was to laser the aims of

the students to programs more commensurate with their aptitudes

and Abilities.
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Table IT

RECOIMDATIONS IN VARIANCE rim
THE INTERESTS ID:PRESSED BT ritiTY COUNSELEES

INTEREST EltPUSSED RECOURENDATIONS

1. Natural Science Tamar Division

2, Education Lower Division

3. Agriculture Remedial program

4. Engineering Architectural Drafting

5! Engineering Architecture

6. Engineering Agriculttxral Engineering

7. No specific inters Exploratory

8. Agriculture Junior college progrma

9. merest ry Lower Division

3.0! Pharmacy Business and Technology

Pharmacy Junior college program

12, liktginearing Lower Division

13. Agriculture Work in horticulture
(non-college)

14, Veterinary Medicine Basic science program

15. Architecture Commercial. Art and Design

16,

1 ?.

Agriculture

Engineering

Agricultural mechsnics
at Oregon Tech,

Landscape Architecture

18, Englimmmring Engineering: Aid

19, Secretarial Science
Education

Elementary teacher training
Total a%

WON=
ar cease

1

1

1

1

1

3.

1

3

1

1

1

1

1



stribution of grades and credits for he counseled end
non-counseled groups shows little variation. The GPA for

counseled etude nte was 1.1739 and for the non-c ounseled students

1.759. There is a difference between the gross GPA average of the

students following and they students not following the reccenandations

of the counseling service. The stAxients following the

reconsendetions have a CPA of 1.77 and the students not following
the recomendations have a GPA of 1.51. This difference indicates

that the students following the recommerdatUne of the counseling
service were, as a groups sore suocesaful in their scholastic
achievement as measured by the college grading program.

The comparison of the percentage of each letter grade with
aponding percentage of each letter grade for the all

school population indicates that the counseled students folinwing
the recomendations of the Counseling Bureau more nearly

sgroximaters the percentage of the all school population than the
ether groups considered in the comparison.
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Table VI-RA

GRADE AND CREDIT DISTRIBUTION FOR
ONE HUNDRED AND SEVEN NONCOUNSELED STUDENTS

amorr now LETTER GRADES
B C

1 33 35 81 28 11

2 B 42 85 38 3

3 24 56 267 127 65

4 7 33 24 16 17

5 2 4 3 3

Number
of Gradias 72 348 461 212 99

Percent
of Grades 7.2 14.9 46.3 21.3 10

Percent
111 School 35 36 7 1

Nunber
of Qredits 149 349 3168 564 295

Number of
Grade Paints 596 3.047 2336

Total number of grade points earned: 4543

Total number of credits earned: 2526

Grade point average for all grades earned: 1.759
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Table VI-3

GRADE AND CREDIT DISTRIBUTION RR FIFTY COUNSELED STUDENTS

CREDIT HOURS LETTER GRADES

1 32 13 43 13 4

2 a 26 23 22 5

3 3 28 1W. 66 28

4 1 15 7 7

5

fir.
of Grades 2,3 68

1

183 108

2

46

Pasant
of Grades 5.3 15.9 42.7 25.2 10.6

Percent
All School 20 35 36 7 1

Nether
of Credits 37 193 457 283

Number of
Grade Points 348 597 914 283 =NOW

Total number of grade points earned: 1924

Total number of credits earned: 1106

Grade point average for all grades earned: 1.739
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men-oovneeled students,

ln these two comparative tables we ffxd a over from

the academic deficiencies found by the counseling

deficiencies that have been noted as being common

freshmen at Oregon State College, the Univvirsity of Oregon, and

at other collegiate level institutions. Again the mathematics and

xnglish courses prove to be the stuebling blocks for a greater

nuMber of freehmen than any other mingle course or group of courses.

The counseled students collected thirteen failures in mathematics

and five failures in English, while the non-counseled students were

collectingrdmeteen failures in mathematicsand twenty-one failures

in Englieh during the fall and winter terms. The percentage of

credits of failure of the two groups did not differ greatly. The

counseled students failed ten percent of the credits for which they

were enrolled and the non.counseled students failed 11.2 percent

of the credits for 'obi & they were enrolled. The percent of credits

failed was used as well as the percent of course* failed.

The percent of courses failed is not a true comparison as

courses may carry !roam) to five credits. The norocounneled

students failed nine and three ten he of their courses and the

counseled atudente failed ten percent of their courses. This

comparison gives a reversal of trend of the comparison of credits

failed by the two groups.

Although the difference of peer ge of credits failed by

33

and the
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counseled and non-counseled students is not great; the difference

of one and two tenths percent showy that the counseled students

tend to have a loser proportion. of Allure than do the non-counseled

students,
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Table 1711-A

COURSES FAILED E ONE HUNDRED AM) SEM
NON-COUNSELED MI:LENTS

FALL TERM WU= MX
Number of
students

Com-se Nutter of
students

History 201 1 sh 112 4
Math. 10 8 Mathematics 100 3
Eng2Ish 4 Engliah 105 1
English 104 2 Psythologir 207 3.
P.E. 150 5 Bus. Adz* 131
Pol. Science 201 2 fte14sh 3.11 2

Psychology 202Zoo3sgy 114 1 1
Math. 100 2 F.N. 225 1
English 311 8 Zoology 202 1
Speech 11 1 Chemistry 102 3
psychology 111 1 Chemistry 205
Gen. Science 104 2 Math. 103. 1
Zoology 200 2 Botany 202 1
therdstry 101 3 P.E. 150 1

2 Math. 105
Forestry 111 3. Total 23
Forestry 353 4
Education 101 1
Zoology 201 4
A. Eng. 311 1
Geologr 204 1
Animal Ind. 11 2
Animal Tad. 123

Science 1
iltemn Geography 103. 3
Math. 104 4
Bus. Adm. 331

Total

03131*303 taken. 987
COUreeS !ailed.. . eays4,41 92
Percent failed... .. . 9.3
Credit hours taken.. 2514
Credit hours failed.. 282
Percent fai led.. 11.2
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Table 4rc.43

COURSES FAILED BY PUTT COUNSEIED STUDENTS

ALL TERM 'ENTER TERM

Course Number of
students

Course Number of
students

Pay. 201 1 Bus. Adm. 1
Math. 101 4 Pay. 311 1
P.S. 231 1 P.S. 202

th. 10 4 Math. ID° 2
P.E. 150 1 Air Science 312 1
Economics 212 1 Mil.. Science 152
7. 110 1 Sociology 212 1
F. 153 1 F.S. 150 1
Itnaish K 3. Memistry 102 2
Chemistry 101 2 Engineering 212 1
English 13.1 3 Mathematics 105
Sociology 201 1 13
Music. IZI. 1
Chemistry 204 1
1,11. Science 131 1
Botany 203. 1
A.I. 123 2
Zoology 200 1
Bus. Adm. 131 1
Mathematics 104 2
G.O. 101 2
Bus. Adm. 101

Total 34

Coureee taken * *** 4311
Courses failed. 44Percent failed 10

Credit hours taken. 1115
Credit hours failed 312
Percent failed.. -* 10
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Table

DATA REGARDING COURSES FAILED BY COUNSELED STUDENTS

'MUTER)!

Total credit hours enrolled 628

Total credit hours failed 75
Percent of credit hours failed 32

Total weber of courses taken 248

Total number of courses failed. . . 31
Percent of courses failed . . . 12.5

VOTER TERN

Total credit hours enrolled 487
Total credit hours failed 37
Percent of credit bows failed. . . 7.5

Total courses taken 190

Total courses .......... IF

Percent of courses failed 7.5

SUMATIQN OF PALL TERN AND WINTER TERM

DATA. 1115Total of credit hours taken . .

Total of credit hours failed. 112

Percent of credit hours failed. 10

Total of courses taken ....... 438
Total of courses failed 44
Percent of oaurses failed . a 10
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Table 1/111,43

DATA REGARDING COURSES FAILED BY NON-COUNSELED STUDENTS

FALL TERM

Total credit hours enrolled , 1424

Total credit hours failed 208

Percent of credit hours failed 14.6

Total number of courses enrolled 573
Total number of courses failed . . 69

Percent of courses failed . . 12

IcCNTEi TERM

Total credit hours enrolled 1090

Total credit hours failed 74
Percent of credit hours failed.

Total courses taken * ***** 414

Total courses failed. 23

Percent of courses failed 5.5

SUMMATION OF FALL AND Di. TERM DATA

Total of credits enrolled 2514

Total of credits failed 282

Percent of credits failed 11.2

T o t a l o f c o u r s e s t a k e n . 987
Total of caarses failed 92

Percent of courses failed 9.3
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Academic deficiencies of counseled and non-counaeled students for

$42-1, wipter tvms 19494950.

This comparison shows that the counseled group had a lower

percentage of suspensions than the non-counseled group. The

counseled group dropped Four students during fall term and four

students during winter term with percentage of suspensions of

eight and ten and two tenths respectively. The non-counseled group

dropped fifteen students or fourteen percent of the group fall

term and four students or five percent of the group winter term.

The academic deficiencies of the lower docile groups stand

out more sharply when contrasted with the academic deficiencies

of the all school population for the two terms of the study.
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Table =4.
ACADEMIC DEFICIENCIES OF rim coma= STUDENTS

FALL TERM WINTER TEEN TOTAL

Terrring (IPA 150
to 200
Probation OPA
below 150

15

10

3%

20%

10

12

25,61

30.7%

25

22

Suspension 4 8% 4 10.2% 8

ithdrew 7 14% . . 7

ALL SCHOOL

Warning 492 7.2% 267 4%

Probation 706 10.4% 643 10%

Suspension 122 LS% 114 1.7%



Table ]X-J3

ACADEMIC DEFICIENCIES OF
ONE HUNDRED AND SEM NON.COUNSELED STUDENTS

FALL TERM[ WIN= TES TOTAL

*ming 36 3340 24 .30% 60

Probation 21 19.6% 7 8.7% 28

Suspension 15 14% 4 5% 19

Withdrew 12 11.2% . . 12

ALL SCHOOL

Warning 492 7.2% 267 4%

Probation '706 10.4% 643

Suspension 122 1.8% 114 1.7%
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Tbi a comparison disclo significant information as to the

percentage of students from each of the three groups of students.

Non.counseled students dropped by suspension totaled twenty.one

or 20.38 percent of the group. Counseled students not following

the recommendations of the counseling service lost nine or 47.37

percent of the group. Counseled students following the recomosn.

dations of the counseling service lost three or .1428 percent of

the group. This information indicates that the counseled students

that followed the recommendations of the counseling service had a

significantlylower rate of suspensions.
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,14 * Olt *

This data, based on the scholastic records of individual

students, indicates that the counseled students following the

recommendations of the counseling service tend to ahoy

improvement in their scholastic standing. Of the students fallowing

the recommendations of the counseling service fifty -five percent

raised their GA and thirty4ive percent lowered thAlv, GPA winter

tern, Of the students not following the recommendations thirt7

percent improved their GM and fifty percent had lower GPA winter

tem

This data becomesimportant in that it brings the counseling

into a clear focus in relation to the individual rather than the

grouP
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Table II=A

RECORD OF sraDENTs FM.UgnNO
CO ,LING SERVICES R=012E/MATIONS

CASE NO. PAIL GPA i1.R3t GPA FA SUM

1.89
2 2.28
3 1.27
4 1.53
5 2.46
6 1.06
7 1.01
8 148
9 2.33

10 1,00
1;20

12 1; 50
33 2.23
24 1;15
15 2.21.
16
17
18

2=36
1;87

19 1.63
20 24.3
21 1.07
22 1.80

2.53
2.00
1.40

2.83.
2.21
1.85
1469
2.07
1,00

1 Regular
O Regular
1 Su on
O II
O Regular
1 Regular
O Warning
O Warning
O Regular
3 Probation

1.50 1 Suspension
2.08 1 Regular. 0 Withdrew
0.80 6 Suspension
140 0 Probation
2;00 0 Regular
2.13 0 Regular
1.89 1 Warming
1.83 0 Warning
241 0 Regular
1.73 2 Warning
2.40 0 Regular

Average GPA 1.74 3.87 Average
courses
failed 0.77

Students suspended:. 3-33.63%
Students sitbdranrs 9=00%
Students on regular status: 10.45;40
Students on warning status: 5,0.-22.72%
Students on probationary status: 2.-=-9.00%



Table XI-3

RECORD OF STUDENTS MO DID NOT FOLLOW COUESMING

GAM NO. FALL GPA WIN= (WA NO. FAILING
GRAMS

STATUS

1 . 1.71 0 Warning
2 1.54 1.62 1 Warning
3 1:57 ... 0 Withdrew
4 2+07 2+07 0 Regular
5 0.54 . 2 Suspended
6 0+71 ..... 2 Suspended
7 241 1.67 0 Warning
8 1:79 1;75 1 -Warning
9 2+69 1.73 1 Warning

10 1.57 1.41 0 Suspension
11 1.64 0+38 4 Suspension
12 1.29 1 Withdrew
33 0.53 . 4 Suspension
34 1.21 2.25 1 Regular
15 1.23 . 1 Withdrew
16 0.53 . 3 Suwpenedon
17 1,20 2.40 2 Regular
3.8 1.66 1 Withdrew
3.9 1.20 2 Suspension

Average GPA 1.40 1.69 Average
courses
failed 1+37

Average GPA fall terns 1+40
Average OM winter terms 1.69
Number scrums failed: 26
Average failures per student: 107

Student& suspended: 7......37%
Students withdrew: 3.16%
Students on regular status' 3.16%
Students on warning: 5 als

46
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INDIVIDUAL CASE STUDIES

Counseling is particularly an individual process and as

such the program should be considered on the basis of the eervice

rendered to the individual. The previous data tables have presented

the stt 4. in cumulative form. lathe case studies the same material

is presented as it related to the individual and the problems of

that individual. in summarising the individual case studies all

of the information of an objective nature was compiled in brief

fare for the purpose of giving a snapshot rather than a portrait.

Of the original fifty students that were counseled by the

oounseling and testing bureau, several did not register at Oregon

State College during the period of the study. This left forty

one cases for which adequate data could be =wiled.

Some of the results from the individual case studies indicate

that those students that followed the recommendations of the

counseling service achieved a greater degree of academic success

than did the group that failed to follow the recommendations, or

the group that did not take advantage of the counseling service.

Of the group of counseled students following the

recommendations of the Counseling Bureau thirteen percent were

dropped by suspension as compared to thirtyweix percent of the

counseled group that failed to follow recommendations, and twenty

six percent of the non-counseled students*



Men a comparison is made of percent of students making

GPA of 2.00 or better for the fall ar d. 'sinter terms, twenty- two

percent of the students fallowing the recommendation:: of the

Counseling Bureau, five percent of the students not following the

reoommendationsi and nineteen percent of the non- counseled students

achieved such grade point averages.

Some comparative data of interest can be developed when the

orty.one individual case studies

24 Cases: 11 8, 10, 13

This group consists of those cases

grouped as follows:

32, 330 35 (9 eases)

followed the recommendation::

of the counseling service and had ACE ratings at the fifth docile

or lower.

Group achieved

nay of 2.05 with suspensions thdremals from school during

the t terms,

GPA of and winter term

2. Cases: 2, 30 9, 11,14, ), 22, 24 380

cases). This group foli med the recommendation/ of the

counseling service. The members of the grotYp received ACE ratings

in the upper five deolles.

Group two achieved fall terra, GPA of 1. 73 and sinter term

Mot 1469 with three suspensions and two withdrawals during

the period of the stuidi

3. Cases: 4, 5, 6, 7, 121 16y 170 190 210 241 28, 29, 30,

31, 34, 36, 39, 41 (18 eases). This group had ACE ratings in the

lower five deciles and did not follow the recommendations of the

counseling service.



the fan term CPA for the group was

GPA was 1.66 with eight suspensions and to vitbdr

period of study.

A. Cases 15. One case, with an. ACE rating

and not following the recommendations of the COU)2Seaing ce4

achleved a fall tern GPA of 0471

This comparison would indicate that the counseling has a

constructive or positive effect an the students with low ACE scores

as this group had the highest CPA and the least nunber of

suspensions and withdrawals.

5, The fall CPA for the seventysnine cases in the loved

half of the ACE scale was 3.39 and the winter tarn GPA was 2.10.

group suspensions

6. The twentpotwo nom -counseled students in the upper five

ACE deciles had a fall term CPA and a winter term CPA of

1.94 with seven suspensions and three withdrenals4
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tern

the

CASES FALL CPA CPA

1 9 1.96 2.05 0
2 13 2473 1.69 3 23%

3 18 1.29 1.66 8 44%

4 1 0.71 . 1 100%

5 79 1.59 2.10 22 28%

6 22 1474 1.94 7 32%



individual Cases Counseled by the
Oregon State College Counseling and Guidance Service

High School Docile 2* ACE Docile 5.

Engineering

Recommendations: /hvestigate the fieIds of Architecture
Architectural Drafting.

Program followed Registered in Lover Division* tA
courses mith emphasis in preerohitecWig.

Results: Received GPA of 1489 fail term and 2.53 winter
tem General- Engineering A* Art and
Architecture Co and A.

Case 2. High School Dec .le 30 ACE 7.

Daterest z

Recomenda

50

Suggestions for college program.

Counsolee to enter lower Division and take basic
courses in Architecture.

Program followed: Entered Lower Division* taking in basic
Architecture.

Reedits: Fall OPA. 2.28* minter GPA 2.00* Genera Engineering
grades of C and A* Art and Architecture C.

Case 3.

interest:

Recommendations:

Program followed

Results:

High Sell Docile 3, ACE Docile 7.

Engineering

Register in the whoal of with
specialisation in Agricultural Engineering.

General Agriculture.

Results did net eons up to'ths
the ACE score. Pall GPA 1427*
followed by suspension.

setions of

ter U*



Case 4.

Interests

High School Docile 3, ACE Docile 1.

Business Adierl stration

51

Recommendations: It was recommended that thecomseloe shoed not
plan on attending OS0 until a program of
strengthening of academic abilities be :mow-
lished.

Results

Entered OSC winter term in the school of Lower
Division.

Tinter term (WA of 1.71 indicates the
possibility ofunpreparedness for the collegiate
program.

Case 5. High Sehoolleeile. 14 ACE Docile 1.

interests Educational and vocational counseling

Recommenda Cr .lee Shoed attend a amen college and
attempt to elirtratte academic deficiencies.

Program followed s Registered in the school of Education.

Results: (WA of 1.54. and 1.62 correspond with the
achieved in the ACE and in high school.

Case 6.

/advent: Agriculture

High School Decili 3, ACE Docile 2.

Recommendations: improvement in basic c background should
be a part of the initial p gran. Eaphasis
should be made on strengthened background in
English, mathematics, and vooWitarx

Program followed: Entered the school of Agriculture tall tare, with
no attempt to do remedial work.

Results: Completed the fall term with a OPA of 1.57 while
carrying a 15 credit load. Did not reenter
school winter tam
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Case 7. High School Docile 3, ACE Docile 2.

Interests

Reommumulationes Registration in lower Divisionwith a corrective
program for basic deficiencies.

Program &Limed: lower Division with remedial Englieh and.
Blementary Algebra, Carried 15 credit hours,
earned grades of B in Speech and PS, the
remainder of the grades were DA

Results: Dropped registration at the ond of fall term*

Case 8, High School Docile 30 AGE Dectla

Interest: Natural Science and teaching

Recommedationst Register in the school of Lower Division with
emphasis on work in Fish and Cie Menage s!

Program talc:weds The recommended programme fellowed.

Results* IPall CPA 2444 winter CPA 2,81. Average grade
of B maintained in, courses directly related to
the interest of the counaele

Cass 9. High School. Docile 2, ACE Docile 6.

Interests Coves showed interest lnEducation0 Forestry,
and Agriculture,

Recommendationst Counsels*
to
should take exploratory work in lower

Division better determine interests, Remedial
work ix:readings= indieatedA

Program, followed: Carried 17 credit hours fail term and 14 hours
winter term in the school of Lower Division.
No remedial courses were taken.

Reaultes Failure in OiLmeartemy Analysis),
fall GPA 1.06, winter GPA 2.21.



Case 10.

Interest:

Recomme:xla

fo

Results:

nigh School Docile 2, ACE Docile 5.

Business Administration

General Agriculture with Agricultural Engineering
as an option.

School of Business and Technology with one
course in Horticulture and one in Business
Administration. This was seemingly an attaact
to more completely determine interests.
B in Horticulture, C' in Bueinese Adndnistration,
with a fall GPA 2407, winter 2.07.

Case 11, High School Docile 3, ACE Docile 9.

interest: Determination of college program

Recommendations: Counselee should-take at least two terms of
expleratoryworks then return to the
counseling service.

Program followed: Counselee registered in lower Di ion in an
exploratory program.

Results: GPA of 1481 fall term and 1.85 winter term
indicate that the counselse was haying
difficulty. This indication is not
predicated upon the rating in the ACE test.

Case 12t High School Docile 3, ACE Docile 3.

interests Agriculture

Recommendations: Counselee should take one year of basic academic
work at a junior college before entering
Agriculture at 06C4

Program followed: Entered the school of Agriculture fall term.

Results: Suspension at the completion of fall termts work
with failure in Botany-and Animal Industries
courses and a GPA of 0.54.



Case 134,

interest:
Recommendatiaos:

Program followed:

Results I

Case 14.

Interest:

Recommendations:

Program foliaged

Results t

Case 15.

Interest:

Recommendations:

Program followed:
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High School Decile 2, ACE Docile 5.

Forestry

Counsels° &wed take a strong remedial gram
in English, readng, vocabulary, and mathe-
matics in the school of Lower Division.

Elementary Algebra was inabaled in the lower
Division program with an eirploratory program
centered on cheadotri soolegy and mathematios.

UPA fall term l4E, winter term 1.69* No real
strong or weak fields were indicated by specific
course grades.

ittLii School Docile 3, ACE Docile 9.

Agriculture
General Agriculture for two .years before
selecting specialty.
Registered in the school of.Agriculture,
followed the general course.

OPA 2.33, winter GPA. 2.0'?.

High School Docile 3, ACE Docile 7.

Pharmacy

Counsel-es was advised to attend a junior college
for tee years and then undertake a business
course. Basic remedial work.

Registered in the school of Mammy and
finished the fall term with failing grades in
English and Owamistry Fall. GPA %NU
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Case 16. High School Decile 2. ACE Deci le 3.

Interests Engineering

Recommendations: Register in lower Division and pursue a remedial
program in developing reading and vocabulary
with a later specialty in business training.

Program followed: Registered in Agriculture.
Results Took the course in Englimh R (reading aM

vocabulary). Earned fall GPA of 2.31 end
winter GPA of 1.67.

Case 17. High School Decile 2. ACE Decile 2.

Interest: Sumestions for college program

Recommendations: Counselee should take at least one year of
*der college work to strengthen basic- academic
preparation with emphasis on reading and
vocabulary.

Program followed: lower fl itzi= with the courses pointed toward
business.

Results: low grades in English and mathematics with a
Viling grade- in Business Atbninistration.
Fall WA 1.79, winter CPA 1.75.

Case le. High School Deal. 30 ACE Decile 7.

Interest: Selection of appropriate field of study.
Recommendations: Register in the school of lower Division with

electives in the school of Business.
Program followed: The counseleets program consisted of lower

Division subjects with emphasis in the English
courses and social science*

Results: With the exception of a /Wine grade in
psychology. the counealee had a fair degree of
academic success* GPA of 2.69 fall term and
1.73 winter term.
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Case 19. High School Docile 3, ACE Docile 1.

interest: Horticulture

Recommendations: Find employment in the field of horticature
(smon.pcollege) or attend a- Junior college to
build strength in reading, seience, and

vocabulary.

Program tonal:reds Comma*, entered the school of Agriculture and
carried work at the grade level predictable for
one with high school and ACE docile rating of
3 and 34

Results: No failing grades were earned; but achievement
of ON for fall term was 1.57, 'winter term 1.41
followed by suspension.

Case 20. Higb. School Docile 1, ACE Docile 9.

interest: Veterinary Medicine

Recommendations: With the ACE docile of nine it was recommended
that the counsels° enter the school of Science
and follow the program for two years in
Preparation for a completion course in veter
inert medicine at Redline= State College.

Program followed: Counselee followed the suggested program.

Results: ?Wing grades in English, chemistry, and
soologi courses were received and the
successive grade point averages were 1.00
and 1.00.

Case 21. High School Docile 1, ACE Docile 2.

Interests: To be determined

Recommendations: Counselee was advised to take commercial art
course at a trade school (Oregon Tech.) or.to
take a remedial program at a small college, or
to enter Lower Division and carry a strong
remedial program.

Program followed: Counselee enter3d Lower Division with two
remedial courses, Engliah K and English R.
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Results Oradea earned included failure in political

science, -mathematics, and air science, with-
GPA of 1.64 fall term, 'and 0.38 winter tem,
followed by sunpension.

Case 22, High School Docile 2, ACE Docile 10.

laterest: Agriculture
Recommendations: Enter the school of Agriculture with emphasis

in Agricultural Engineerings
Program folloved: General Agriculture for freshmen.
Results: The results were not what would have been

expected from the indications of the ACE
rating with one Denim grade in mathematics
and fall and winter GPA of 1.20 and 1.50,
falad by suspension.

Case 23. High School Decile 1, ACE Docile 1.

Interest: Agriculture

Reommgendationst Upon the basis of the low docile indications
it was recommended that the counsels* consider
vocational aviculture at Om= Tech., or if
attempting the -fork at CSC, take a strong
academic remedial program, delaying chemistry.

Program followed: Cauaselee foliaged the program as suggested for
OSC taking related courses in agriculture, a
minima of academic work, and the course In
study methods.

Results: Tice counselee was relatively successful-in
achievement with only one fNn ing -grades and
fall and winter GM of 1.50 and 2.08.
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Case 30,

interest:

Recommendations:

Program followed:

Case 31.

Interests

Recommendation*:

Program followed:

Results:

Case 32.

Interest:

Recommendations:

Program Followed:

Case 33.

interests

Recommendations:

Program followed:

Results:
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Eigh School Decile 2, ACE Doc e

Engineering

Program of engineering aid at Oregon Tenho or
work in landscape architecture.

Did not complete fall test.

High School Docile 3, ACE Docile 5.

Rome Economics

Counsel°e received recommendations to attend a
junior college to strengthen academic work.

Entered Rome Economics.

Ilthdrew at-the end of the fall term with a
GPA of 143, and reentered spring term.

High School Decile 3, ACE Decide 5.

Pharmacy

Commelee ems fitted for lat.-Science teaching,
or might attempt Pharmacy.

Entered Pharmacy winter tem and earned grades
of C and a CPA of 240.

Blgh Sol Decile 2, ACE Docile 3.

Business and Technology

Business and Technology, remedial reading.

Entered course in Business and Technology.

Fall GPA 2.36, winter GPA 2.13.
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Case 34. nigh School Docile 2, ACE Docile 3,

interest: Agriculture

Recommendations: Agriculture with a nursery major, remedial
reading.

Program followed: Program suggested by counseling service.

Results: Fall CPA LS?, winter CPA 1.87.

Case 35. Bigh School Docile 3, ACE Docile 3.

interest: Develop proper college program

Recommendations: Scott should attend a small college and build
basic English, science, and social studies and
the transfer to the school of Business and
Technology:

Program followed: Entered school of Business and Technology.

Results: Failed mathematics businees and geography
courSes, complete the fall term with a GPA
of 0.53.

Case 36. Rtgh School Docile 1, ACE Docile 2.

Interests: B1lattie133 an! Technology

Recommendations: Counselee has weaknesses in basic academic
beckground'ani needs remedial'work in reading,
vocabulary, and study methods. With
deficiencies removed he might succeed in a
regular course in Business and Technology:

Program followed* Counsels. entered the program of the school of
Business and Techology wirked out the
suggested remedial program.

Results: The courses in remedial Engliah and methods of
stud7meYhave been helpful in raising the fall
CPA of 1.63 to a sinter CPA of 1.83.
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Case 37. midi School Docile 3, ACE Deci le 24

interests Fish and. Game Management

Recommendations: junior college Ter at least one year with basic
work in English, mathanaticsi science, and
social:sciences belt:re entering the full program
at OBC.

Program follandi

Results s

Commies entered the regular curricaus for
i'renshmen in Fish rid Game Management.

Failure in Tree Identification and General
Zoology fall, term with a (WA of 1.20, but
returned winter term to earn a 2.40 WA.

Case 38. High School Deals 3 ACE Docile 9.

Interests Accounting and finance

Recommendations I (In the basis of the ACE rating ani the tests
given, it was recommended that the counselee
enter the school of Business and Technology
end. develop basic deficiencies in reading
and vocabulary.

Program followed" Co le entered the School of Business and
Teatuvalogh carried an eighteen credit hCnr
load with no remedial courses.

Results s Failure in the course in Mildness Administration
and a fall term GM of 1.66, withdrawing winter
term.

Case 39. High School Docile ACE Docile 9.

Interest: Selection of college program.

Recommendations: Enroll in lower Division with work in.Business
and Technology to ascertain interests.

Program followed: Followed the program suggested by the
couoseling service.

Results : Completed fall term with a (PA of 203* and
winter term with a CPA of 2.11.



Case 40.

Interest:

Recommendations:

Program followed:

Results:

Case 41.

Interest:

Recommendations:

Program

Results:

followed:

Case 42.

Interest:

Recommendations:

Program followed:

Results:
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High School Docile 3, ACE Docile 2.

Engineering

Shift from Engineering to Lower Division develop
geologyonanor, and take some work in remedial
reading and study methods.

Enrolled in the school of lower Division, but
did not take the methods of stung course.
Counselee took the remedial Digit& course.

Failure in English K and. Chemistry in fall term
and (WA of 1.07. Winter term the remedial
EngliSh course was completed and the term GPA
was 1.73.

High School Docile 3, ACE File 6.

Determination of the best possible college course.

Preparation far science teaching or Fish and
Game Management with same work to strengthen
reading and vocabulary.

Counselee selected the Fish and. Game Management
program, without any special remedial program.

No fail i ng grades and 'a fall GPA of 1.80 and
winter term G PA of 2.40.

High School Doodle 3, ACE Docile 3.

No interests established.

Lower Division liberal arts program with courses
in study methods and mental hygiene.

Enrolled in Lower Division, taking courses in
English and social studies.

Failed the courses in English and sociology
with a fall term GPA of 1.20. COunselee did
not return to school winter term.
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SUMMARY.

The purpose of this study is to determine the effect of

counseling on the scholastic performance of a group of entering

college freshmen from the lower three deciles of their high

school graduating classes. To make the study the group of students

studied were divided intogroups on the basis of whether they fol-

lowed the recommendations of the Counseling Bureau or failed to fol-

low the recommendations of the Counseling Bureau.

Counseling indicated a high percentage of scholastic deficiencies

among the group of counseled students and recommendations were made

for the removal of these deficiencies. Recommendations were also

made for forty-one specific courses of study and thirty-one programs

other than enrollment at Oregon State College. In twenty -four cases

recommendations were made that other programs be followed than those

selected by the counselees.

In terms of scholastic achievement, the students who were

counseled and who followed the recommendations of the Counseling

Bureau achieved a slightly higher C}PA than did the group that was

not counseled and the group that failed to follow the recommendations

of the Counseling Bureau. The counseled group had a slightly lower

percentage of credit hours failed and a much lower percentage of sus-

pensions than did the remaining groups. Half of the group that

followed the recommendationi of the Counseling Bureau increased their

OPA during the winter term as compared to sixteen per cent of the

group that failed to follow counseling.



From the findings of the study, in so far as individual cases are 65

concerned, it can be said that the counseling did have a slight effect on

the scholastic performance of those that followed the counseling. The

effect can hardly be considered significant. However, when the individual

case studies are used as a basis for study of the adjustment to the scholas-

tic program of the college, there is evidence of the positive effect of

counseling on the scholastic performance and of the adjustment of the

individual to the college program.

It is probable that the sample of student population used in the study

was too restricted as to number and to selection to have reached any

definite conclusions. The following conclusions are offered on the basis

of the restrictions of the sampling in the study.

CONCLUSIONS.

The results of the study show that the counseled students more

closely approximated the placement of the all college distribution on the

ACE test than did the non-counseled students. The counseled students

placed fifty-four per cent of the group in the upper five ACE daailaa as

compared to forty-two per sent for the non - counseled group. This placement

indicated that the counseled group, on the basis of the ACE test, more

closely represented the college population and showed indications of better

potentialities for successful college performance.

The deficiencies in the basic high school subject matter fields indi-

cate a need for techniques to discover and remedy these deficiencies prior

to college renrollment and a continued need for remedial work in English,

study methods, mathematics, science, and social science at the college level.
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The findings of the Counseling Bureau indicated that thirty-one

of the fifty counseled students had aptitudes, abilities, and interests

more adaptable to programs of education that are not offered at Oregon

State College and that twenty-four of the fifty counseled students showed

aptitudes, abilities and interests more suited to other programs than

those for which they had expressed an interest. These findings indicate

that the Counseling Bureau is finding cause for suggesting changes in the

choice of educational programs and the need for more adequate educational

counseling in the secondary schools.

The comparison of the group (PA and the percentage of the letter

grade distribution indicates that the group of counseled students following

the recommendations of the Counseling Bureau came closer to approximating

the all school grade distribution than did the other groups. The above

is more fully demonstrated when the percentage of credit hours failed

are compared for the groups in the study.

The counseled students that followed the recommendations of the

Counseling Bureau achieved a better record of sustained enrollment, as

well as a better record for increasing their scholastic performance than

did the other groups used in the comparison. This again indicates that

the counseling has a constructive and positive effect on the scholastic

performance of those students that follow the recommendations.

Summary.

The effect of counseling on the scholastic performance of the groups

of lower decile high school students can be best appraised when the per-

formance of the individual is evaluated. Counseling is a technique aimed.

at the adjustment of the individual. Several generalisations may be made

on the basis of the findings of this study. First, the lower docile students
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show accentuation of deficiencies in the subject matter fields that are

requisite for predicting successful college scholastic performance. The

same deficiencies are found to a lesser degree among entering college

freshmen. (9-B)

Second, the counseled students have not developed understanding

of their aptitudes, abilities, and interests and the relation of these

attributes to their choice of educational and vocational programs.

Third, the counseled students that followed the recommendations of

the Counseling Bureau show evidence of slightly higher degree of academic

achievement than the other groups compared in the study; they showed a

greater tendency to increase their scholastic proficiency and a lower

percentage of suspension from college than did the other groups in the

study.

Fourth, there is a need for a broad exploratory program, such as

the program offered by the School of Lower Division, to care for the require-

ments of students who are in need of a junior college program.

RECCMMENDATIONS.

1. The college and the college counseling bureau should continue a

program of cooperation with the secondary schools, the state department

of education, and the state director of guidance in developing:

a. Counseling and guidance programs in the public schools.

b. Training of counseling personnel to carry out the counseling

program of the public schools.

c. Maintenance of a counseling service at Oregon State College to

serve as a training center for counselors, as a counseling bureau

for the college, and as a referal agency for the high schools that

have not developed their counseling programs.
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2. Continuance and increase of remedial programs to meet the need of the

students enrolled.

The development of coordination and cooperation between the departmental

counselors and the counseling bureau for the better advisement and the

adjustment of students to the college program and other problems.

4. The study of a group similar to the group in this study and a group

in the upper three deciles be carried on over a four year period. Such

a study would offer a more complete opportunity to analyse tha effect

of counseling on scholastic performance.
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